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MAC West Dose  
J U L Y  2 0 1 4  M E S A  A Q U A T I C S  W E S T  

 

J U L Y  1 1 - 1 3 :  

R E G I O N A L  

C H A M P S  @  

M A C  

 

J U L Y  1 2 - 1 3 :  

S U P P L E M E N -

T A L  C H A M P S  

@  M A C  

 

J U L Y  1 5 - 1 9 :  

S E C T I O N A L   

C H A M P S  @  M T  

H O O D  

 

J U L Y  1 7 - 2 0 :  

A G  S T A T E  

C H A M P S  @  

A S U  

 

J U L Y  3 0 –   

A U G  3   

J R  N A T I O N A L  

&  F A R  W E S T  

C H A M P S   

 

A U G  6 - 1 0  

S E N I O R   

N A T I O N A L  

C H A M P S  

@  I R V I N E ,  C A  

 

A U G  9  

1 4  &  U N D E R   

S E A S O N   

K I C K  O F F  

P A R T Y  @   

R H O D E S   

 

 

Sectional Bound Senior & NTG 

meet and it gave them great preparation 

for what they can expect at Sectionals. 

 We are approaching our final week 

of training for the summer and it is good 

to remind the athletes and parents the im-

portance of resting and eating well during 

this time. I know that there is a lot of 

down time and a lot more energy since 

training has eased, but this is the most im-

portant time to lay low and relax while 

staying hydrated and making sure you are 

putting good food in the body. I am very 

excited for this weekend and next week to 

see some fast swimming and to see the 

hard work of the summer pay off. 

-Coach Scott 

Maroon Putting Pieces Together for SPEED 

 Happy Independence Day every-

one!  Here are some notes and news as we 

proceed into July: 

 1.  I would first like to acknowl-

edge the fantastic performances of the 

swimmers who participated in the Nar-

wahl invitational!  All swimmers posted 

best times and showed great desire and 

focus...  Great job Katherine Schmidt, Ma-

rissa Lansing, Lawrence Hu and Dalton 

Phelan!   Very impressive! 

 2.  Over the passed two weeks we 

have focused greatly on drills and tech-

nique.  Hopefully this has given you a 

chance to think about your swimming and 

swimming the right way.  I have always 

believed that the best improvement in 

stroke and technique comes through self 

correction!  It is my hope as we move for-

ward to give you the tools and time to be-

gin understanding and making corrections 

that are best for you.  I would encourage 

you during warm-up, warm-down, and on 

your own to work more on the drills that 

we work on in practice.   

 3.  On this note putting together a 

great season involves including all ele-

ments of training...  Make sure you are 

making as many practices as possible to 

ensure you are not missing any ele-

ments.  Like a puzzle if any pieces are 

missing the desired end result may not re-

alized!   I am considering July as the be-

ginning of high school season so continue 

to stay focused and start working on 

reaching your goals!   

 4.  Finally best of luck to the 

swimmers participating in the Senior 

Splash Meet July 12-13!  Dalton Phelan, 

JJ Dick, Riley Hale, Marissa Lansing, An-

nie Latty, Maria Martin, and Emma Uta-

gawa!   

 This summer has been flying by, 

with all but two meets to go for the senior 

group the summer is almost finished. This 

weekend we have the Splash Supplemen-

tal meet, followed by the Sectional Cham-

pionship the week after. 

 The most recent meet that the Sen-

ior/NTG group returned from was the 

Mission Viejo Swim Meet of Champions. 

There we were able to produce many best 

times and a new qualifier, Brian Beutler, 

for the Sectional Championship. It was 

nice to be able to get out of the heat and 

enjoy some cool southern California 

weather for the weekend. Most impressive 

was how the group swam for an in season 

Deadline for Maroon Inactive requests: 

JULY 15th 

Active swimmers– remember to select  

Your weekday practice with Coach Steve 
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A Letter from our President 

Taylor has also coached Tidal Waves and done 

lessons at the Ahwatukee Community Center 

and Lifetime Fitness.  Sam Foote, who has been 

a tremendous help to our age group and Maroon 

programs ,will be finishing his degree at ASU 

this fall and will only help as a substitute mov-

ing forward. Carissa Abe, who has helped on 

Saturdays and at meets, has a new work sched-

ule with her full-time job as a chiropractor and 

will no longer be able to help. Thank you to 

both Sam and Carissa for all their hard work on 

behalf of MAC-West Aquatics. 

Over the past few years, we have been a 

member of the Fall Dual Meet League, spon-

sored by the Arizona Marlins. The Marlins will 

be merging with Phoenix Swim Club at the end 

of the summer. As a result, we will join a new 

league that will have four teams:  MAC, Phoe-

nix Swim Club, Scottsdale Aquatic Club, and 

West Side Aquatic Club. This league will have 

three dual meets and a championship meet dur-

ing the fall. The league will serve all of our 

swimmers not involved in high school swim-

ming, including 15 and older swimmers. It also 

will provide a higher level of competition than 

the old Fall League due to the quality and size 

of the teams involved. I believe it should be a 

great opportunity for MAC-West swimmers of 

all ages and abilities to compete during the fall 

months. 

Michael Chasson 

Dear MAC-West Swimmers and Parents: 

Volunteers are still needed for the Regional 

and Supplemental meets at Kino on July 11-13. 

Please sign-up to help with our last hosted meet 

of the summer. 

We will be implementing a new training 

plan for Maroon. The new training plan is in-

cluded in this newsletter. Please note that only 

swimmers that are in high school will be al-

lowed to join Maroon. This has always been the 

policy, but has not been enforced as strictly as it 

should have been the last few years. Maroon 

had moved away from its main mission, which 

is to provide year-round training for high school 

age swimmers that do not want to commit to the 

full Gold/Senior/NTG program. MAC also of-

fers different levels of Senior training at Kino, 

at various price points for those that are inter-

ested in something other than Maroon and are in 

high school. 

 We are always looking for new swim-

mers for the team. We are particularly looking 

for swimmers for Groups 1, 2, and 3 and Ma-

roon. If you know of interested swimmers, 

please direct them to Jessica. We have a Fall 

Special for both Age Group and Maroon. 

We will be adding a new coach starting this 

August. Taylor Newgaard, a former SDA and 

Desert Vista swimmer who just graduated from 

the University of Iowa (where she swam for 

four years), will help a number of our groups. 

2014-15 ANNUAL FEES  
These will post to invoices on  

SEPTEMBER 1st  
 

MAC WEST Annual Fee $150 per Family  
USA Swimming Reg Fee $63 per Swimmer  

 
*Even if you are inactive, these fees will still be collected in September 
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Practice Like A Champion Today  

Jim Afremow, Ph.D. 

www.goldmedalmind.net 
(602) 999-4168 

If you want to race like a champion tomorrow, then you have to practice like a 

champion today. Are you practicing to practice or are you practicing to progress? 

Champions take pride in their approach to  practice—commit yourself to doing the 

best job you can for each lap, every lap. Focus on what you are doing in the moment 

to the exclusion of all else. Emphasize all areas of your performance and not just the 

things that come naturally. Remember this, “You don’t do something until you get it 

right, you do it until you can’t get it wrong.”  

Dear Maroon Swimmers and Parents: 

Steve Mancuso and I have discussed the best way to continue to make the Maroon group a 

positive and productive place to train. The most important key to having a great training group is 

having the same coach involved in as many workouts and meets as possible over the longest num-

ber of years.  Also, the workouts are more productive when the swimmers attend the same days 

and have time goals in mind for each part of the season. The new structure will make it easier for 

all these things to happen. 

Starting, August 4 until October 30 we will start our high school season training plan. Prac-

tice will offered in the morning from 5:30-630 am at Ahwatukee Community Center on Tuesday, 

Wednesday, and Friday during the week and 6-7 am on Saturday.  Each morning that is offered, a 

maximum of five swimmers will be working with Steve on starts, turn, stroke technique, and video 

feedback. Swimmers will sign-up for the same morning each week during this period of time. De-

pending on how many swimmers sign up for the program, that will determine the number of morn-

ings offered. If there are available spots in the schedule a swimmer can come more than once a 

week. We are looking for this program to complement the athlete’s high school training and hope-

fully give attention to areas that aren’t addressed at high school practices. 

 The cost of this program will be $30 per month for August, September, and October. Inac-

tive fees will remain the same at $15 for month during those months. There will be no other inac-

tive swimming available during the rest of the school year except for medical reasons supported by 

a doctor. There will be no volunteer hours during high school season. The financial commitment 

for volunteer hours the rest of the year will be reduced by the three months of high school season. 

I believe this program will give the athletes excellent individual attention during the high school 

season. 

Starting November 3, we will start our regular training program. Steve will be coaching 

four practices a week and Taylor Newgaard, a former Desert Vista swimmer, University of Iowa 

scholarship swimmer, and long time Sun Devil Aquatic swimmer will coach the fifth practice each 

week. Taylor has coaching and instructional experience and will be an excellent addition to the 

staff.  Steve will coach Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday and Taylor will coach Mon-

day. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

New Maroon Plan 

http://www.goldmedalmind.net
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Building TRUST  in GOLD 
weeks but once they take ownership in the change 

and embrace it, it will be easier and they will be 

faster.  This happens at a much quicker rate when 

the swimmer believes in what we are trying to do 

and trusts their coach.  Building trust is not some-

thing that happens over night.  It is an ongoing 

process that is a crucial aspect in the sport of swim-

ming.  This is due to how physically and mentally 

demanding it is which sets swimmers apart from 

most other athletes.  The nice thing about the sport 

is that we practice six days a week which gives 

tons of opportunities to try new things, open your 

mind to new ways of swimming, and increase the 

trusting rapport between your coaches.    

I am very excited for the last two meets of this sea-

son, everyone in the group will be swimming at 

least six events or more plus relays.  Lots of sun 

screen and water will be absolutely necessary!!!  

Please take care of this; we only have about 15 

workouts left. 

-Coach Max 

 July is here!  We have three short weeks till 

we are done with the summer schedule.   The Gold 

swimmers have been given a number of very chal-

lenging set over the last few months and have shown 

some great progress in the pool.  There are many rea-

sons for why I have the swimmers do what they do 

each day at workout but one over laying concept that 

can really make a difference in the longevity and suc-

cess of their swimming life is trust.  So trust is the 

topic I want to talk about in this dose.  Swimmers 

trusting their coach, workouts, the season plan, and 

technique corrections.  This is something I have 

started to see more of with the group over the past 

two years.  I would say that 9 out of 10 things I say to 

the swimmers during workout are to make whatever 

they are doing easier and more efficient, not harder!  

Swimming is all about going fast.  There are multiple 

ways to achieve this yet some are much easier and 

more beneficial to their swimming.  It might seem 

more difficult at the time or even for the next three 

Continued...New Maroon Plan 

(Continued from previous page)  The structure will be changed from past years in an attempt to 

improve attendance, the quality of the training environment and promote competing. The follow-

ing policies will be in effect starting November 3.      

 1. We will be offering five practices a week. Steve will be coaching four of the practices 

and Taylor will coach one. You must attend at least three of Steve’s practices, before you can 

attend Taylor’s practice. Taylor’s practice is a bonus practice for those that want extra training. 

Steve’s practices will be 3:30-5 pm, while Taylor’s will be 6:30-8pm.There is no attendance 

requirement other than attending Steve’s practices before you can attend the bonus prac-

tice. 

 2. There will be no dry land training offered as part of this program. Steve will create dry 

land programs for those athletes that want to train at their local fitness club or gym. All swim 

practices will be 90 minutes. 

 3. The cost of this program will be $75 per month if you do volunteer hours and $125 per 

month with no volunteer hours required. 

 4.The season will be divided into three parts. The first part will go from a November 3 to 

the middle of February, which will culminate in a meet that all swimmers will be expected to 

participate in. This meet will have no time standards so everyone will be eligible to swim. The 

second part of the season will go from February to May, which will also culminate in a meet all 

swimmers will be expected to attend, which will also have no time standards. The final third of 

the season will go from May to early July and again finish with a swim meet, that everyone will 

be strongly encouraged to attend, though not mandatory due to vacations. All the meet dates will 

be announced by early fall and have no time standards so everyone can enter and swim. 

The deadline for inactive status for high school season is July 15. The deadline for 

swimmers to commit for the program starting November 3 is October 19th. I hope everyone 

will give these programs a try and work with Steve and Taylor for improved swimming. 
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Getting Better Doesn’t Always Feel Good 

 When summer hits us, and school isn’t 

overloading our brains with information, we are 

in a position to make great gains in our perform-

ance on a daily basis. Our ability to focus hasn’t 

been taxed by the demands of the classroom, and 

things like streamlines and body line can have 

our full atten-tion. Our bodies haven’t been 

taxed by an 8 hour day leading up to practice, 

and we are able to give a bit more effort than we 

were in the school year. For our Group 2 and 3 

swimmers, they should have felt a change in the 

difficulty of practice, and noticed a shift in 

coaches’ expectations. Some have risen to the 

challenges at hand, and a few have not yet fol-

lowed their teammate’s leadership.  

 Almost daily, coaches have issued the 

challenge to step up our effort now so we are 

prepared for this change, and aren’t left ending 

the season at the Regional meet. There is a great 

opportunity to make substantial progress over 

the summer season, and be a scorer at the State 

meet this summer. And, with a little luck and a 

lot of hard work, have ensured that you have the 

state Q times come fall.  

 It’s going to mean taking some risks. 

Getting faster, getting stronger, and getting bet-

ter doesn’t just happen because you want it to. It 

happens because you worked hard, all the time, 

without excuses. It happens because at the end of 

the set when your stomach hurt, your heart felt 

like it was going to pop out of your chest, and 

your limbs felt like lead- you kept going, and 

you kept going with that all important focus on 

technique (body line, head position, kick, pick 

any number of things we talk about on a consis-

tent basis).  

 For our Group 2 and 3 swimmers- this is 

the developmental focus of the group. Group 2 

swimmers are learning to shift gears and have 

different speeds besides just “fast” and “slow”. 

Group 3 swimmers are maintaining technique 

under stress (and, stress doesn’t mean “coaches 

yelling at you”….it’s physical stress, a challeng-

ing set), and learning pace. Regardless of what 

the lesson is in each group, there are challenges 

presented to swimmers every time they push off 

the wall. How we respond to that challenge 

determines how fast we swim in July. After a 

challenge set, a swimmer is asked “how was 

that?” by their coach:  

 Response #1: Well, I think I could 

have worked harder. My goggles were bother-

ing me, and I didn’t drink enough water last 

night at the slumber party so I was thirsty dur-

ing the set. And, it’s Monday, my mom says I 

don’t focus well on Mondays.  

 Response #2: Well, that was hard. My 

stomach hurt, like I wanted to throw up. But, I 

didn’t’ want Jack to beat me. So, I think I did 

pretty good.  

 Response #3: Well, I tried my best.  

 Who is going to be the fastest at 

Championship meets? Hopefully, you recog-

nized that the first one was full of excuses. 

Where was the risk they took to get better? 

  On the third response, it sounds nice- 

people always like to hear that someone tried 

their hardest; we learn from a young age that 

if you explain to someone you tried your best, 

that typically people stop pestering you to do 

more. But, if you aren’t looking for ways to 

improve your hardest, you aren’t getting that 

much better.     

 If you thought the second response 

was the swimmer that got the fastest, then, 

you were right. That swimmer was willing to 

take a risk, because the reward was greater 

than or more important than something else. 

That swimmer not only likes to win (really, 

who doesn’t?)….but, they hate to lose 

(especially to Jack). And, the thought of beat-

ing Jack (or earning a state time, or whatever 

your specific goal is on the set) was more im-

portant to them than temporary physical dis-

comfort.  The kids who achieve the greatest 

success this coming weekend are the ones 

willing to were willing to take risks, consis-

tently. Which one are 

you?  

 Good Luck this 

weekend! 

-Coach  Jessica, Coach 

Heather & Coach Sam 


